Identification of a novel 2026G-->C mutation of the MRP2 gene in a Japanese patient with Dubin-Johnson syndrome.
Dubin-Johnson syndrome is a recessive inherited disorder with conjugated hyperbilirubinemia caused by a dysfunction of multidrug resistance protein 2 (MRP2) on the canalicular membrane of hepatocytes. A mutational analysis of the MRP2 gene was carried out in three Japanese patients and their family members. In two patients, the homozygous mutations c.1901del67 and c,2272del168 were found. In the third patient, a -24C-->T polymorphism and the two mutations c.1901del67 and 2026G-->C were detected. The 2026G-->C mutation was a novel mutation in exon 16 affecting the conversion of Gly(676) to Arg(676) (G676R) in the MRP2 protein, and was not detected in fifty healthy volunteers. The G676R mutation was located in the Walker A motif of the first nucleotide binding domain in the MRP2 protein, and it was suggested that the mutation induced the dysfunction of the MRP2 protein. It was concluded that the compound heterozygosity of the two mutations of the MRP2 gene in the third patient contributed to the induction of hyperbilirubinemia in this case.